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God is seldom early but never late in His answers to our
prayers. Jay Hopkins left on the last Monday in October and
received his passport just hours before his plane left, through
the efforts of faithful friends in Los Angeles. On Tuesday morning I received the remaining four passports in time to get
boarding passes. Eight months of preparation were starting to
bear fruit.
The intent of this particular trip was to provide a safety
seminar in PNG for representatives of New Tribes Mission,
SIL Aviation (Wycliffe’s aviation arm), ABWE (Association of
Baptists for World Evangelism), and Australian MAF. The seminar was held outside Goroka in the central highlands at New
Tribe’s Interface Conference Center. The location
allowed the participants to fellowship and study
with one another free from the distractions of the
hangar and flight program. New Tribes Mission shut
down their entire operation in order to allow their
pilots, mechanics, and administrators to attend.
Following the seminar in Goroka we traveled
through Vanimo on the border between PNG and
Papua. Faith test two! We were unable to immediately obtain exit visas and had to wait. From
landing to takeoff we waited approximately 6
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hy is it that many times we find our faith tested early in
an adventure? It almost seems that God is asking, “Are
you going to trust me? I’ve got special things for you to do!”
The trip to Papua New Guinea (PNG) and Papua was no exception. The team had sent their passports to the consulate three
weeks early. One week prior to departure the consulate closed
for a week’s holiday without releasing the passports. Faith test
one! A prayer brigade was put in place.

hours. While we waited we spent time getting to know three
New Tribes pilots who had come to the seminar from West
Kalimantan. In order to participate in the seminar they had
traveled almost three days at both ends of the three day seminar having endured canceled flights and various other delays.
By the time they returned to their base they would have been
away for almost two weeks. Another New Tribes pilot had
come from the Philippines.
The second seminar was held in Sentani,
Papua and included Yajasi (Wycliffe’s aviation arm), US MAF, Tariku, and several smaller
missions. Prior to the seminar the MSI team
conducted a safety consultation with Tariku
Aviation. The consultation looked at every
aspect of their mission: planes, hanger, offices,
flight operation, personnel and clients. In the
past this process has been called an audit. The term “audit” is
generally considered to have negative connotations and sometimes likened to getting a root canal. What MSI wanted to do
was commend what they found Tariku doing right and show
them how valuable their procedures and operation are. This
prompted a change from “safety audit” to “safety consultation."
During that consultation, much of the team’s time is
taken up initially with interviews. The staff, both national and
expatriate, are interviewed and asked a series of questions.
When possible, someone who uses Tariku’s services is asked
their impressions of the mission and the service they provide.
Jay Hopkins was able to go on a flight with one of the pilots to
several of the airstrips and observed day to day operations in
the “bush.”

Safety. . . A Way of Life!
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by Clay Norman

Continued on Page 3

Attitude of Gratitude

W

e look forward to celebrating special
days like Thanksgiving and Christmas
with great expectation. Plans are firmed up
with family and travel schedules made well
in advance. The anticipation is palpable.
These particular days are like a breath of
fresh air in the middle of our work-a-day
world—giving us time to catch our breath
and reflect on all the blessings of life and the
beginning of that Life that made it possible for the
world to be turned right side up again.
They come—and then they’re gone! And it’s so easy to let
slip the full meaning of these celebrations as we launch back into
the busy and sometimes hectic world of work and routine. It’s so
normal to shift focus away from all of God’s provisions and put
our minds and hearts solely on our work and needs as we see
them.
Sometimes balance in life is difficult. Taking our life and
ministry for granted and asking Him to provide this or that
according to what we think best comes quite naturally. Is it not

the case that our very lives and ministries are gifts from Him and
should be received with equal gratitude as those things He provides to make our lives and ministries fruitful?
These holidays should cause us to remember to be grateful
for all God has done for us. For life itself —as well as our spiritual
salvation, health, family, friends, food, shelter or financial provision—we have something to be personally grateful for.
We here at MSI want to publicly thank God for the many,
many blessings He has poured out on this ministry. We have
requested prayer for partners, wisdom, strength, guidance, provision, and safety—and God has answered abundantly. We also
thank Him for the MSI ministry itself—a service that exists only
to serve others in their missions as they seek to extend the
Kingdom of our Lord.
As these celebrations for 2006 move into history, may we all
experience a very deep and humble sense of appreciation to God
for everything His good hand has provided. And may that attitude of gratitude continue throughout the coming days, weeks,
months, and years! And may our joy be full—according to His
riches in Christ Jesus.

Jon Egeler
President

Tariku Aviation

B

ased in Sentani, Papua, Tariku Aviation is one of MSI’s longeststanding members. It is also owner of one of missionary aviation’s longest stretches of accident-free flying. While that speaks
volumes about their professionalism and the Lord’s protection, the
organization isn’t content to rest on their laurels. MSI was invited
to conduct their third safety consultation for Tariku Aviation while
on our November trip to Papua. Recognizing that their story is
a part of our story, we’d like to put the Safety Net spotlight for a
moment on Tariku Aviation.
T h i r t y
years might be a
good stretch of
time for a marriage, a business or a favorite sweater, but
it’s an especially
good mark for
a mission aviation program. It
was 1976 when
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Regions Wings
first took flight
under the auspices of the Regions Beyond Missionary Union
(RBMU). The program was started specifically to meet the transportation needs of missionaries who were reaching out to the
many small tribes in the Mamberamo lowland area of Papua as it
was being opened to the outside world.
World Team, as RBMU is now known, has always been, and
still is, a church planting mission. The organization’s planes and
pilots spend a considerable amount of their time on the ground
throughout the region in direct support of church planting ministries. As years passed and the church and country matured,

nationals took over an increasingly large part of the church leadership. The aviation program began operating under the name
of Tariku Aviation to conform to Indonesian government requirements. At the same time, Tariku pilots have seen their missionary
role change from one of church leadership and direct village
ministry to one of encouragement and assistance to the national
church. Included in this change is the vision of mentoring a
national aviation board to lead the ministry into the future.
Tariku Aviation began life with two Cessna 185 aircraft
(which it still owns today), but has since expanded its fleet to
4 of those rugged back-country aircraft. The Tariku team is a
diverse one with couples from Australia, Ireland and the US joining national technical and office staff. Together, they face the
challenge of operating planes powered by increasingly rare and
expensive av-gas into one of the world’s remotest regions. Their
vision, determination, talent and deep desire to serve the Lord is
obvious to all with whom they come in contact.
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Meet the Gingeriches
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Having worked with MSI for a
number of years, this was my first
time to participate in an overseas
seminar and consultation. The life
of an airline captain revolves around
gathering information provided by a
large group of people and then using
it to conduct a safe flight. Living in
that world for almost 20 years caused
me to forget just how professional
and difficult mission field flying could
be at the same time. It was impressive
to see mission operations that were
highly qualified, well run, and safe
even though they operate in some of
the most remote and rugged terrain
in the world. In the middle of difficult situations, missions were
flying well maintained and clean aircraft in a safe and efficient
manner. Beginning each flight with a time of prayer was not an
option in the world of major airlines but it does provide a real
context for what is happening and who we trust when each
mission flight is begun with a committal of the flight to the God
whom we serve.
Sitting in board meetings
for MSI gives a flavor of what is
involved in seminars and consultations. What cannot be conveyed
is the professionalism and depth
of material that is provided for the
participants of the seminars. This
trip was the first opportunity that
the mission aviation community
outside the United States had to
hear the Error Prevention material that Jay brought. Having done
the seminar hundreds of times
for industry, it was polished and
the concepts he presented were
well illustrated. Looking back on
my almost thirty years of aviation
experience and approximately
16,000 hours of flying, I could have put many of the tools that he
brought to good use on many occasions.

A

l and Rosanna Gingerich, along with their two boys Cole
(7) and Kent (4), have been serving with Tariku Aviation
Ministries in Sentani, Papua, Indonesia since 1997. Al and
Rosanna both grew up in Ohio, and met at Rosedale Bible
Institute. Al is currently serving as Tariku’s Program Manager
and also as Chief Pilot. Besides keeping busy with two active
boys, Rosanna helps with hospitality, orientation of new people,
and assisting wherever there is a need.
During our visit to Sentani, we were able to visit with the
Gingeriches and find out more about their ministry:
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Who does Tariku serve?
Tariku’s focus is on serving national church leaders,
missionaries, the government, community development, and medical teams.
How long do you anticipate the need for your aviation services here continuing?
Indefinitely. The needs are huge, and we can’t meet all the
requests. The topography of Papua, and the fact that there
are very few roads point to ministry well into the future.
How has MSI helped your ministry?
They have helped us very much. We really appreciated
the Safety Consultation you just finished with us, and
we find the safety information such as the accident
and incident reports you send us to be very helpful. We
look forward to the Safety Seminars you bring, too, as
we find them very useful.
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How can people pray for you?
We would appreciate prayer for wisdom for the future;
to be sensitive to the Holy Spirit’s leading; for the continued maturing of our relationship with the national
church; for continued development of national church
leadership; and for continued safety in our operations.
MSI
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Talking, discussing, laughing, swapping stories, and living
with mission pilots for several days at a time creates an impression. God is at work in the world and He is using an extraordinary
group of men and women to accomplish His purposes. Looking
at missions from the outside, it is easy to see the differences that
exist between organizations. When you begin to interact with the
pilots, mechanics, and wives in their field setting you actually
see a level of cooperation that greatly enhances the spread of the
gospel. Another impression that quickly becomes evident is the
amount of work and effort it takes to maintain aircraft in remote
locations. Often the Cessna, Piper, Beechcraft, and other aircraft
that are flown by missions are kept in as good if not better condition than when they left the factory. Flying and maintaining is
not the only other thing that takes time. Living is complicated
by a new language, different food, warmer climate, and a host
of other issues that must be dealt with on a day to day basis. It is
hard not to admire what these dedicated individuals are doing.
Faith test three! On the last day of the consultation, a day we had
set aside to go over the team’s findings and share recommendations,

Three weeks is a long time to be away from home. It’s
nice to have email contact but there is something about sleeping
in your own bed at night and getting up to familiar sounds (roosters at 2:30 am do not count as familiar sounds). Knowing what I
know now about a consultation and the seminars that MSI puts
on, I wouldn’t have missed this trip for the world. Before I left the
states a friend told me that he thought God was going to use us
in special ways. I firmly believe that He did. It was a privilege and
joy to be a servant to servants.
MSI
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the government aircraft inspector showed up unexpectedly wanting
to inspect two aircraft so he could issue their airworthiness certificates
for the next year. Scramble is a word that comes to mind as Tariku
had to deal with a second
“inspection” in a week. This
time it was the team’s privilege to pray that all would
go well and the inspector
would be pleased with what
he saw. In God’s grace, several hours later we received
a call that the inspector was
happy and would be done
with the paperwork shortly.
God does answer prayer!
Much is happening
in mission aviation today.
New aircraft are needed to
replace aging equipment.
Some of the Cessna 206s
are approaching 30 years
old. Aviation fuel is getting
increasingly costly if not
totally unavailable. New
methods of propulsion are needed to allow aircraft to fly in these
hostile environments. MSI has the privilege of being able to help
with one of the ongoing needs that mission aviation has had.
Both seminars introduced the RSVP (Regional Safety Verification
Program) to PNG and Papua. This program will allow the local
missions to work together to create a climate of safe and efficient
operations that will lead to greatly reduced risk. The program will
also enable substantial savings on insurance as further programs
are developed.
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My part of
the seminar was
to present ideas
for motorcycle
safety and apply
t h e m to d a i l y
life and flying.
Many of the missionaries in PNG
and Papua use
the motorcycle
as transportation
since it is cheap
and convenient.
It has been MSI’s
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experience that
motorcycle accidents account for about 10 times more injuries
than aircraft accidents do in missions. Using Jay’s principles along
with other tools that I was able to present will hopefully help make
the seminar participants think about their riding the next time
they swing a leg over a motorcycle or scooter.
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Reflections from a First Timer
by Jay Hopkins

A

s I boarded the US Airways flight in Phoenix to catch an
Air New Zealand flight out of Los Angeles, I experienced
considerable excitement mixed with a bit of trepidation. This
was not my usual one or two-leg flight to do a seminar somewhere in the United
States. I was on the
first leg of a threeweek trip that would
take me through New
Zealand and Australia
to Po r t M o re s by,
Goroka, and Vanimo,
in Papua New Guinea
(PNG), and then on
to Sentani, in Papua,
Indonesia.
The trepidation
was natural for someone who is 6’ 3” and
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would be spendng
over 60 hours sitting in
coach over the next three
weeks. The excitement was
natural for someone who
has always had an interest in missionary aviation. I
would finally get to visit the
mission field and hopefully
help enhance the safety and
effectiveness of some of the
people who serve in PNG
and Papua.
The trip went extremely well. The Error Prevention
training was very well
received, as were the other
sessions. The safety consultation seems to have come
at just the right moment to
have an important impact on those in attendance. I was also
allowed an opportunity to observe how missionary aviation
works and even to go along on a five leg trip to several remote
villages.

It appears to me that missionary aviation is dramatically changing. For many years,
aircraft flown by missionary
organizations served the original missionary families who
contacted and then lived with
remote tribes while they learned
their language so they could
eventually share the gospel
message with them. While that
is still part of the mission, most
of the tribes have been contacted, and many villages now have
national pastors. Nationals are
starting to serve as mechanics
and even as pilots. The organization we did a safety consultation with even has a national
Board of Directors.
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With missionary work in
this area shifting towards teaching and assisting the nationals,
more of the missionaries work
out of a missionary compound
or economic center such as
the ones we visited at Goroka,
Ukarumpa, and Sentani. The
aviation and technical assets are
being shifted from supporting
expatriate agencies to supporting national projects through
the local church. For example,
one of the recurring missions
for the aircraft operating out
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of Aiyura, in PNG, is to carry
out the coffee grown in the villages. This provides income for the
villagers. Without the aircraft, they would probably be growing
marijuana, which is lighter so they can carry it out themselves.
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The most exciting thing to me was the cooperation that was
evident between the various missionary organizations we interacted
with. Organizations are sharing aircraft, personnel and resources,
and it was evident that everyone was working together seeking to
further the Lord’s work rather than to expand their own “empire.”
The proposed MSI self insurance and RSVP safety initiatives would
be logical extensions of this cooperation and would allow the
reinvestment of millions of
dollars now being dedicated to paying for accidents
and insurance. It is my
hope and prayer that the
Error Prevention training
will reduce the number
of accidents and increase
the overall effectiveness
of those operating in the
mission field, further multiplying the impact of the
funds donated.
There will be many challenges in the future as the mission
field continues to change and mature. It is exciting to see how much
has been accomplished in such a short time, but we will have to
remain humble, considering others better than ourselves and staying focused on God if we are to remain aware of God’s will and
accomplish the tasks he has set out for us to do.

•

Chris Abernethy with the Lord

•
•
•
•
•

MSI

We are sad to announce the home-going of our friend and colleague, Chris Abernethy, duriing the third weekend in October, 2006.
Chris graduated from MMS Aviation’s maintenance training program,
and was asked to stay on as an instructor there. MSI got to know him
as he served on the safety committee at MMS, and in the interviews
while we conducted a safety consultation in 2005.
Chris was diagnosed with a brain tumor in late summer 2006,
and despite what appeared to be successful surgery at the time, it
suddenly grew back and took his life. Chris’s wife Dana, and his three
children, Caleb, Lydia, and JoAnna were thankful that he was able to
be home with them the last month of his life, and they will cherish
the special memories of that time. Please continue to pray for Chris’s
family and colleagues in the days ahead.
Mission Safety International, Inc.
328 E. Elk Avenue, Suite 1
Elizabethton, Tennessee 37643-3551
Telephone 423-542-8892 FAX 423-542-5464
E-mail info@msisafety.org www.msisafety.org
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Feedback from Paciﬁc Seminars
Papua New Guinea
Most important to me was the emphasis that the cost
of an accident is much higher than just taking the extra
time to do it right.
Jay's Tools were great.
Error Prevention was excellent information.
Thank you to Gail to share with our wives. This is very
important as they are often second fiddle to us men and
are forgotten.
"Managing Your Marriage" was good, a great reminder as
I feel I need to change things.
From the beginning it was clear that you were here to
SERVE us. There was a sense of humility in the team that
was very clear and that set the stage for the weekend.
Important to me was some clear conviction to review
blind spots in my marriage and my obsession to "fix
issues" in my family.
You guys did great—this was the best seminar MSI has
done!
Jay Hopkins had GREAT information and presented it
well.
Important to me was the way my awareness of safety
was heightened once again—being aware of the risks
I am assuming on a daily basis that I was not keeping
track of or even realizing any more. A snap back to reality.
I have sat under many risk management sessions. Using
the motorcycle analogy at least put another slant on it to
keep it interesting. Good job Clay!
Thanks for the tools given to assess the risks we face each
day. They will help me to stop in the heat of the moment
and evaluate what and how I am doing something.
Papua, Indonesia
Jay Hopkins’ Error Prevention training was very important.
What a great seminar! God bless each of you!
The films and accident reports were very valuable.
I very much enjoyed it.
Thank You!
Thank you; great seminar and invaluable contribution to
our program and myself personally!
In general I enjoyed the seminar very much! I appreciate
you guys spending the time and money to come out and
do this for us. Thank you.
Keep it up—this was well worth our time and yours. I
really appreciate your servant hearts. Blessings on you
guys.

Safety Net is published periodically by Mission Safety International Inc., Harold W. Berk, Ed.
Articles appearing in this newsletter are the expression of the writer and edited as appropriate. Every attempt is made to represent information and opinions accurately and fairly and in
such manner that an uninformed reader will not be drawn to erroneous conclusions. However,
there is no guarantee that these objectives will be fully realized.
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